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EXAMPLES OF HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL SLICE KNOTS
WHICH ARE NOT RIBBON KNOTS
L. R. HITTI
A definition for ribbon n-knot is given which reduces to the
ABSTRACT.
previously studied definitions for n = 1 and n = 2. It is shown that for each
n > 2 there is a slice n-knot which is not a ribbon n-knot.

1. Introduction. In [F2], Fox presented a definition of ribbon knot for knots
of S' in S 3, and posed the question, "Is every slice knot a ribbon knot?" This
paper considers the higher dimensional analogue of this question.
Yajima [Yaj] has shown that Example 12 of [F1] is a slice 2-knot which is
not a "simply knotted 2-sphere". When Yanagawa [Yan] showed that the
definition of simply knotted 2-sphere was equivalent to his definition of
ribbon 2-knot, he pointed out that the Fox example was thus a slice 2-knot
which is not a ribbon 2-knot. Using different procedures, we construct
examples here of slice n-knots which are not ribbon n-knots, for n > 2 (the
classical case, n = 1, remains unsettled).
In ?2, the definition of ribbon n-knot is given (see [H1], [H2], [R] for a
general discussion of ribbon n-knots) and a technical lemma is presented.
This lemma is used in ?3 to single out algebraic conditions on an n-knot
(n > 2) complement which are sufficient to imply that the knot is nonribbon.
Examples of knots which are slice, and which satisfy these algebraic conditions (and hence are nonribbon) are presented in ?4.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. The results in this paper form a portion of the
author's doctoral dissertation directed by Professor D. W. Sumners at Florida
State University. His guidance in obtaining these results is very gratefully
acknowledged.
2. Definitions and preliminary results. The definitions are given here in the
smooth category, although they, and the results which follow, can be easily
adjusted for the locally flat PL case. Let n > 1. An n-knot, K = (Sn+2,fSn),
is a smooth oriented (n + 2, n)-sphere pair, i.e., fSn is a smooth submanifold
of Sn+2 andf is a homeomorphism of Sn onto the submanifold. The exterior
of an n-knot (Sn+2, fSn) is the compact manifold with boundary obtained by
removing an open tubular neighborhood of fS from Sn+2. Note that by
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Alexander duality, the exterior of a knot is a homology S'.
A ribbon n-knot K = (Sn+2, fS) is an n-knot such that fS' bounds an
immersed (n + 1)-disk in S,+2, all the singularities of which are of the type
depicted in Figure 1. More precisely, there must be an immersion h: D"'+ S,+2 such that hIaDn+ = f, and such that the singular set of h is a finite
disjoint union of n-disks

U

(Ai, B,I1i

mi ) cD
where for each i, A, c D "n+ is proper, Bi C int(D +1)9 h(A,) = h(B,), and
h- '(h(Ai)) = Ai U Bi. This definition is valid for any n > 1, and agrees with
the previously studied definitions of Fox [F2] and Yanagawa [Yan] for n = 1
and n = 2, respectively.

(n + 1)-disks

D2

h

Di

h(Dl) = h(D2)

n-disks

FIGURE

1

The lemma which follows will be applied to knot cobordism exteriors (?3).
The lemma itself, however, applies in a more general setting, which is
developed here.
Let X be a finite CW complex of dimension n + 1, and suppose there is an

epimorphism4: ffI(X) -*> Z. Let X denote the covering space of X which
correspondsto ker 4, and let t be a generatorof the infinite cyclic group of
coveringtransformations.
Following Milnor [M] and Levine [L], the rationalchain groups Cq(X;Q)
are finitely generatedover the ring F = Q[t, t-] (the rationalgroup ring of
the group of covering transformations),the generatorsbeing in one-to-one
correspondencewith the q-cells of X. Since F is Noetherian,the homology
H*(X; Q) is a finitely generatedP-module.But in fact, F is a principalideal
domain, so the theory of finitely generatedmodules over a principalideal
domaincan be employedto aid in the analysis.
As in Milnor[M], the shortexact sequence

0 -O C*(X; Q)

C*(X; Q) -) C*(X; Q) O30
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(where the map t - 1 is F-module multiplication) gives rise to a long exact
sequence of homology:
0-3H+n
++l(

(t -1)*

(;Q)

8

Q)
H Hn (X;
1

+ X(X; Q)

H (X; Q)***
(1)

Using a generalization of an argument due to Sumners [Sl], we have the
following:
LEMMA 1. Let X, X be as above.
(i) If Hn+1(X; Q) = 0 then Hn+1(X; Z) = 0; also,
(ii) if H +1(X; Z) 0 and if (t - 1)*: H (X; Q) -- Hn(X; Q) is an
epimorphism,then Hn(X; Z) is Z-torsion free.
PROOF. (i) By assumption, Hn+I(X; Q) = 0, so t - 1: Hn+(X; Q)
H4 1(X; Q) is an epimorphism (in fact, an isomorphism). Thus, t - 1 divides
every element in Hn+ (X; Q), which shows H +,(X; Q) is a torsion F-module.
On the other hand, since Cn+2(X; Q) = 0, Hn+1(X; Q) = Z+l(X; Q) (the
module of n-cycles). And since F is a PID, Zn+1(X; Q) is a free F-module.
Thus, Hn+ I(X; Q) = 0, since it is both torsion and free.
Applying the Universal Coefficient Theorem to HI+ (X; Q), we see that
0 = f4 +l(X; Z) ? z Q. Thus, Hn+(X; Z) is a torsion Z-module. But, as
before, Hn+I(X; Z) is also a free Z-module. Thus, Hn 1(X; Z) = 0, as desired.
(ii) Let A = Z[t, t - I], the integral group ring of the covering transformation group, and let Tn denote the A-submodule of Hn(X; Z) consisting of all
Z-torsion elements.
By Lemma II.8 in Kervaire [K], we can conclude that Tn7 is a finite
A-module from the assumption that

(t - 1)*: H (X; Q)

-

H (X; Q)

is an epimorphism. Now, multiplication induces an automorphism on T7, so
there is some positive integer p such that tP induces the identity automorphism.
To exploit this observation, let Xp denote the p-fold cyclic covering of X.
From Shinohara and Sumners [SS], we have the following long exact
sequence which relates the homology of Xp to that of X:
...

Z)
n+l(
; Z--+HH~+(~Z* H~~1X;
)n+l(Xp;Z)
-

H~XZ
Z)~
n( ; Z) (i)H(X;
* H"l(X;Z

Now, Tn C ker((tP - 1)*) = im a. But Hn+I(X; Z) = 0 by assumption, so
Hn+I(X ; Z) =0im 8. Thus Tn is embedded as a submodule of Hn+ (XP; Z).
However, since Xp has dimension n + 1, Hn+ (Xp; Z) is a free Z-module.
Thus, Tn = 0, i.e., Hn(X; Z) is Z-torsion free. O
If X is a homology S 1 which is homotopyequivalent to a finite
CW complex of dimension n + 1 (n > 1), then Hn(X; Z) is Z-torsion free.
COROLLARY 2.
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PROOF.Let n > 1. Since X is a homology S', it follows from the long exact
sequence (1) that the homomorphism
(t - 1)*: H (X; Q) -* H (X; Q)
is an epimorphism. The conclusion then follows from the lemma. O
REMARK.Let (Sn+2,fSn) be an n-knot (n > 1), and let X denote its
exterior. Since X is an (n + 2)-manifold with nonempty boundary, it can be
collapsed away from its boundary onto a finite (n + 1)-complex. By the
lemma, then, Hn(X; Z) is Z-torsion free.
3. Handle decompositions of null-cobordisms.Two n-knots, (Sn+2, f1Sn) and
kS"+2 f2S"), are cobordant if there is a smooth oriented proper submanifold
w of Sn+2 X I, with
aw = (fiSn

X 0) U (-f2Sn

X 1)

where w is homeomorphic to S x I and where -f2Sn denotes the embedSn _ Sn+2
by reversing the orientations on both Sn
ding obtained from f2:
and S"+2. The pair (Sn+2 X I, w) is called a knot cobordism. A knot is
null-cobordant, or slice, if it is cobordant to the unknot. By the exterior of a
knot cobordism(Sn+2 X I, w), we mean the manifold W = Sn+2 X I -vw)
where i'(w) is an open tubular neighborhood of w in S,+2 X I. Note that
knot cobordism exteriors are homology 1-spheres. Also, the exterior of a knot
cobordism is a cobordism with boundary (in the usual, absolute, sense)
between the exteriors of the two cobordant knots. As such, W has a handle
decomposition built up from either of the knot exteriors.
The following theorem will be used in ?4 to show that certain slice knots
are nonribbon.
THEOREM3. Let X denote the infinite cyclic covering of the slice knot K. If,

for some q, Hq(X; Z) has Z-torsion, then any handle decomposition of any
null-cobordismof K built from the unknottedend has either a (q + 2)-handle or
an (n

-

q + 2)-handle.

PROOF.We will prove the contrapositive of the theorem. Let W, X, and U
denote the exteriors of the cobordism, the knot K, and the unknot, respectively. Suppose the negation of the conclusion, i.e., that there is some handle
decomposition of W of the form
W

+ 2,j E Ai} (2)

U x IU{hJjuhll < i < n + 2,i #:-q + 2,i#On-q

where h,' denotes a handle of index i and A, is a finite indexing set.
Since handles are simply connected, they lift to any covering space to
induce a handle structure, so
W-U

x I U {hLIi#q+2,i

#n-q+2,a

EBi}

where the B, are infinite indexing sets. Let
Wq+j

U x I U

{khjIi< q + ,]j E Ai)

(3)
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and
U xI U {ha|i < q + 1, aE B}),
where the diffeomorphismsare the ones from (2) and (3), respectively.The
contrapositivewill be proven,first by applyingCorollary2 to Wq+I and using
the assumptionof no (q + 2)-handleto show that Hq(W; Z) is torsion free,
and then by using the assumption of no (n - q + 2)-handle to conclude
Hq(X) is torsionfree.
To apply the corollary,note that Wq+,is homotopyequivalentto a finite
(q + 1)-dimensionalCW complex. Furthermore,since W is obtained from
Wq+I by attaching handles of index greater than q + 2, Hm(W; Z)
Hm(Wq+i; Z) for m < q + 1. But W is a homology S'1, so H(S'; R) e
Wq+j

H*(Wq+l ; R) for R = Z, and by the Universal Coefficient Theorem, for R
arbitrary.By Corollary2, then, Hq(Wq+j; Z) is Z-torsionfree, and hence, so
is Hq(W; Z).
Considernow the dual handle decompositionof W
W-X

xI U {h'li =#q + 1,i

n

-

q+

where ha is the dual handle of h+3 i. Since W is obtained from X x I by
attachinghandles of index other than q + 1, Hq+ (W, X x I; Z) = 0. The
long exact sequence of the pair (W, X x I) then shows that the inclusion
induced homomorphismi*: Hq(X X I; Z) > Hq(W;Z) is a monomorphism.
Since Hq(W;Z) is torsion free, then so is Hq(X;Z), as desired. OJ
4. Applications.We will make use of the followingfact about ribbonknots.
THEOREM 4

(HITT[H,], [H2]). If K is a ribbon n-knot (n > 1), then K bounds
a null-cobordism having a handle decomposition consisting entirely of 1- and
2-handles from the unknotted end.

Combiningthe above theoremwith Theorem3, we have
5. If X denotes the infinite cyclic covering of the exterior of an
n-knot, K, for which Hq(X; Z) has Z-torsion for some q in the range 1 < q < n
- 1, then K is not a ribbon knot.
THEOREM

(1) The theoremis meaningfulonly if n > 2.
(2) In case n = 2, any 2-knot K for which H1(X; Z) has Z-torsionis a slice
knot (Kervaire[K]) which is not a ribbon knot. If we take K to be Fox's
Example 12, since H1(X; Z) = Z/(3), then K is a slice 2-knot which is not a
ribbon 2-knot. Thus, Yanagawa'sresult is obtained as a special case of the
theorem.
(3) Otherslice 2-knotswhich are nonribboncan be obtainedby twist-spinning (see [Z])certainclassicalknots. For example,let K be any 2-bridgeknot.
Schubert [Sc, Satz 6] has shown that the 2-fold branched cover of any
2-bridge knot, K, is a lens space, say L(p, q). Then by Zeeman's fibration
REMARKS.
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theorem[ZI,HI(Y) = H1(L(p, q)) = Z/(p), where Y denotes the exteriorof
the 2-twist-spinof K.
(4) Similarly,by calculatingthe homologyof the k-fold branchedcovers of
the trefoil,one sees that for the k-twist-spinof the trefoil
Z/ (3) if k ?+ 2 (mod 6),
Z/ (2) EDZ/ (2) if k -=3 (mod 6).
To obtain higherdimensionalexamplesof slice knots which are not ribbon
knots, we willp-spin the 2-knot examples.Thep-spin of an n-knotK (p > 0,
n > 1) is defined as ap(K) = a(K x DP+') where K is the disk pair
associated with K obtained by removingthe interiorof an unknotteddisk
Hl y

HIy

pair from K. Note that ap(K) is a slice (n + p)-knot.

In [S2],Sumnersdiscussesthe relationbetweenthe algebraicinvariantsof a
knot and its p-spin, proving
THEOREM 6 (SUMNERS). Let X denote the exterior of a knot K, and Y the
exterior of the p-spin of K. Then

H(r

if i < p,
(Hj(X)
H,(X) EDHi-P(X)

if >p.

Using Sumners'theorem,we have the following
THEOREM
6. Let K be an n-knot for which Hq(X; Z) has Z-torsionfor some q
in the range I < q < n - 1. Thenfor any p > 0, ap(K) is a slice knot which is
not a ribbon knot.

PROOF.
Let Y denote the exteriorof ap(K).By Theorem6, Hq(Y) contains
Hq(X) as a A-submodule. Thus, Hq(Y) has Z-torsion, and ap(K) is nonribbon
by Theorem 5. 0l
COROLLARY

7. For each n > 2, there is a slice n-knot which is not a ribbon

n-knot.
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